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Swine flu strategy in place

A&E

The show must go on
“What remains constant is the
spirit of fandom, that bonds men
and women to demand a say in
the entertainment business..”

WORLD

International Mosaic Night
“(Other cultures) may seem
crazy, and different and weird
at times, but be willing to be exposed to it and learn.”

OPINIONS

Timmy Huynh

By Bethany DuVal
Associate Editor

No news is good news
“In every competition someone
loses. Unfortunately, it’s usually
us, the viewers.”

IN BRIEF
Envision Film Festival

Taylor’s Envision Film Festival
this year is proud to have Sundance Film Festival-winning filmmaker Michelle Steffes as the
guest of honor. Steffes will be
hosting a free workshop about
film writing and directing at 3
p.m. Friday in MMVA 002.
The event will begin at 7 p.m.
Friday in Mitchell Theatre. The
program consists of a screening
of the festival’s top film submissions, followed by an awards
ceremony.
Tickets are free and available
at the Rupp Communication Arts
Building box office. The festival
is sponsored by Apple Inc., Sony
and the Visual Story Network,
among others.

Taylor administration members met to create a pandemic
response plan just in time for
Indiana’s State Health Commissioner to confirm 13 new
cases of the “swine flu” (H1N1)
virus.
The virus is a mix of two
swine genes and avian and
human genes, creating what
is known as a quadruple reas-

‘Seed
Company’
CEO Roy
Peterson
replaces
gospel artist
Gloria Gaither

By Mandolyn Hecox
Contributor

Rock the Dock

new commencement
speaker has been
named for this year’s
graduation ceremony. The
former speaker, gospel music
artist Gloria Gaither, had to
cancel the engagement after a
miscommunication in her staff
left her double-booked for the
day of the ceremony.
Roy L. Peterson, the president and CEO of The Seed
Company, will instead address

This year’s ‘Rock the Dock’
concert will feature bands like
‘Lovedrug’ and ‘News from Verona.’
The concert will be held from 4
p.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday at Taylor
Lake. All are welcome to attend
the event.

WEEKENDWEATHER
TODAY		
74/ 56

MOSTLY CLOUDY

SATURDAY
67/45

AM SHOWERS & WIND

SUNDAY
63/44

PARTLY CLOUDY

associated with an H1N1 outbreak.
“When you’re dealing with
issues like this, it’s always as
much an art as a science to
maintain the balance (between
preparation and panic),” Associate Provost Chris Bennett
said.
The school consulted with
the Mayo Clinic’s Division of
Infectious Diseases head Gregory Poland who recommended
basic preventative steps like

washing hands and practicing proper coughing etiquette.
Accordingly, hand sanitizer is
being placed in every campus
building, and professors were
asked to get diagnosed if they
display any flu symptoms.
If someone on campus is diagnosed with H1N1, a great
part of Taylor’s response will be
determined by outside sources.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) no
longer recommends closing

New graduation speaker selected

Hear the Whispers

Starting this weekend through
May 15, the band The Colourful
from South Dakota will be in Indiana for the ‘Hear the Whispers
Tour.’
Taylor sophomore Brian Fannin
is part of the group, who is playing with bands like ‘Mosquito
Fleet,’ ‘The Skies Revolt,’ ‘My
Hidden Track,’ ‘Represent’ and
‘Cities Never Sleep.’
For more information on ‘The
Colourful,’ check out myspace.
com/thecolourfulmusic.

sortant virus. Symptoms are
similar to seasonal influenza,
as is the human-to-human
mode of transmission. The new
cases raise Indiana’s total to
28, and complete the nation’s
current tally of 909.
In response to the daily growing numbers, the administration invited Cardinal Health
Center doctors and faculty to
a Monday meeting addressing preventative steps against
the virus and academic issues

schools with infected students,
but the final decision is being
left to local authorities.
According to Bennett, instructions would likely include
quarantining sick students.
“We have talked about possibly having one building that
we could put a student in —
several students — if they were
diagnosed, just to keep them
away from the other students,
and we certainly would do that
if it was recommended.”
Faculty members were asked
to consider alternative ways to
fulfill course objectives in case
students are quarantined or
sent home before the semester’s end. Recommendations
include rearranging schedules
to complete vital projects early
and being prepared to administer exams on Blackboard. The
administration stressed that
incompletes are to be issued
only as a last resort.
“If we had to close and send
everyone home, the last thing
we need is for 1,800 students
to have five incompletes,” Bennett said, noting the effects
they would have on athletics,
financial aid and graduation.
“Our goal is (that) we finish.”
For more information on
Taylor’s actions against the
H1N1 virus, visit www.taylor.
edu/flu.

A

this year’s graduating class.
Peterson has been with The
Seed Company, an organization for complete Bible translations around the world that
operates on networking and
partnership, since 2003. Peterson has been involved with Bible translation since 1986, the
year many graduating seniors
were born.
“Roy Peterson ... is president of one of Wycliffe’s partner organizations, The Seed
Company, the sponsor organization for Taylor’s OneVerse
initiative. His speaking at commencement is one way of honoring Taylor’s long-term ministry partnership with Wycliffe,”
President Eugene Habecker
said. Habecker usually plays a
key role in selecting the speaker with counsel from others.
“Taylor University has had a
continuous partnership with
Wycliffe for many years, in-

cluding current projects in
missions computing. Wycliffe
is one of the key partners in
leading the charge to see all
Scripture translated into the
heart language of people by

Roy L. Peterson
2025,” Habecker said.
Peterson began work with
Wycliffe Bible Translators in
1986, and was named president and chief executive of
Wycliffe USA in 1997. Peterson

has worked as a government
relations director in Ecuador
and Guatemala, and continued
in Guatemala as field director
for SIL Central America.
He earned a Bachelor of Science in business administration
from Roger Williams University, a Master of Arts in Social
Science: Leadership Studies
from Azusa Pacific University,
and recently completed the Executive Program for Nonprofit
Leaders at Stanford University
Graduate School of Business.
Besides fulfilling his role in
executive positions, Peterson
also serves on the boards of
several organizations. Peterson is a member of the board of
directors for Wycliffe International and Wycliffe Associates,
is a founding board member
for the Graduate Institute of
Applied Linguistics, and is a
member of the CEO Council of
International Forum of Bible

Agencies.
Peterson led the relocation
and restructuring of Wycliffe
Bible Translators USA, and is
a leader in Wycliffe’s Vision
2025. He has formed strategic partnerships to accelerate
Bible translation and travels
extensively to support Bible
translation around the world.
Peterson is also active in the
Lausanne Movement, a worldwide movement that encourages evangelical leaders to collaborate for world evangelism.
Peterson, who has been married to his wife Rita for 33
years, has three children and
three grandchildren and currently resides in Grand Prairie,
Texas.
Commencement will be held
in the Kesler Student Activities
Center, a new development for
this year. The ceremony will be
held at 10 a.m. on Saturday,
May 23.

Trojans crowned conference champs
By Jake Bragg
Contributor

F

orty years is a long time
to wait (just ask us Cubs
fans). That wait is finally over for the Taylor baseball
team, who clinched a trip to the
NAIA National Tournament for
the first time since 1969 with a
13-4 pounding of Bethel University on Wednesday night in
the Mid-Central Conference
championship game.
In a balanced attack that
summed up the season perfectly, six Trojans drove in two runs
each (with junior Nate Hillery
contributing an RBI), while
freshman Travis Tomaszewski
pitched eight strong innings for
the win (a record 36th). Junior
Caleb Stertzer recorded the final out, and the celebration was
on.
“(Winning) feels incredible,”
junior Michael Kraynak said.
“When that last out was recorded, rushing the mound and
getting to celebrate with (my)
teammates was the best feeling
in the world.”
The baseball team storms the field after clinching the MCC Championship on Wednesday night against Bethel.
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Coming soon: meet the class of 2013
By Hannah Beers
Co-News Editor

Running a YouTube search on “Taylor University” will bring up more
than just Airband footage and old COS
104 projects these days. You may also
stumble across video blogs of high
school seniors receiving their Taylor
acceptance letters.
The class of 2013 is assembling.
May 1 marked the deadline for deposit for accepted applicants. Those
that make the payment have made a
commitment to attend Taylor. It’s a
loose commitment; historically, about
10 percent will change their minds,
forfeiting the deposit money. Still, the
number of students committed provide a basis for predictions.
“We use it as a benchmark,” explained Dean of Enrollment Steve
Mortland. “It’s not the final number,
but it gives us an indication of where
we are compared to previous years,
and — more importantly — compared
to goals. Historically, you’ll end up
about where you’re at now. You gain
some, lose some, and it evens out.”
As of May 1, 467 students have made
deposits, up from 452 last year, which
would typically project to a class of 481.
That does not include the 73 students
from Taylor University Fort Wayne

who have registered for classes, or the
40 to 45 additional transfer students
expected.
The numbers are far from definite,
especially considering how many variables have come into play this year.
Last year, the admissions department
initiated major procedural changes
— unfortunately, those changes were
partially based on an economy that no
longer exists.
“This year has been totally different,”
Mortland said. “In October, the economy went in the tank. At that point,
all of our projections ... went out the
window”
Taylor drew from a much wider applicant pool this year to ensure a consistent — if not slightly larger — class
size.
“In an admissions office ... we have
to find the right kinds of students, and
the right number in order to do the
things we want to do on this campus,”
Mortland said. “When you have what
happened in the economy this year,
you still have to hit all the numbers.”
A major change in the admissions
process this year was not requiring an
interview from prospective students.
Because it was required, the interview
and subsequent campus visit became
just a “box to check off” for students
applying to Taylor, and many simply

did their interview over the phone.
The interview is now only required for
specific scholarships (though recommended to all students), and Mortland
has found that students committed to
Taylor come for an interview anyway.
The difference is it is no longer an obstacle to overcome to apply, but rather
an opportunity to build a relationship
with the campus.
The application has been streamlined as well.
“We realized that we don’t need
all the information (on the application). We don’t use it, so why do we
ask?” Mortland said, explaining that
eliminating unnecessary questions left
room for more important ones about
experiences with faith.
Despite the economy and new procedures, the admissions department has
found the incoming class to be what
they had hoped for.
“Talking to (the admissions) counselors, it just feels like a really good
class ... the kinds of students that we
want are the students that we’re getting,” Mortland said. “We are discipleship-oriented, so our first priority is to
bring in young men and women committed to Christ. What we’re finding
is we’re getting the numbers we need,
and we’re also getting the quality (that
is) really important to us.”

They’re athletic.
“I’m really excited about the athletes coming in as far as quality (spiritually,
and athletically). We’ve worked really closely with the athletic department
in recruiting, and that’s paying off.” - Dean of Enrollment Steve Mortland

They connect(ed) through Facebook.
The Facebook group, “Incoming Taylor University Freshmen ’09,” is more
active than any pre-Taylor freshman group in the past, with discussion
topics ranging from prayer requests to chocolate milk.
How they compare:
1. Number of students who
have paid deposits:
Fall 2009 - 467
Fall 2008 - 452
2. American Ethnic Students
Fall 2009 - 31
Fall 2008 - 29
3. Recruited athletes:
Fall 2009 - 84
Fall 2008 - 64
4. Students with “undeclared”
majors:
Fall 2009 94
Fall 2008 115

1234

Combining community and competition

The men’s Taylathon race gets off to a rolling start on Saturday morning. The senior men would claim the title, as would the junior women.

By Hillary May
Contributor
Last weekend, campus was bustling
with activity as grandparents, alumni,
students and faculty gathered together
to celebrate tradition, fellowship and
community.
The festivities revolved around the
classic Heritage Weekend events of
Taylathon and Grandparents Day.
Activities included an alumni panel
about intentional community campus
tours, a concert featuring Taylor’s Jazz
Ensemble and the Taylor Ringers, and

a lecture by Dan King, associate professor of chemistry. Taylor Theatre’s
production of “Smoke on the Mountain” added to the Friday events.
Taylathon, a Taylor tradition for
more than 50 years, kicked off Saturday’s activities. The bleachers in
between Reade and Nussbaum were
packed with students excited to support their fellow classmates.
The women’s race began at 11:15
a.m., as freshman, sophomore, junior
and senior teams raced to finish 32
laps around the course.
While spectators lined the entire

track, most people congregated near
the transition zone, where most of the
excitement takes place. Despite the
many smooth bicycle transitions, there
were the token handful of accidents,
resulting in scrapes and bruises.
After 45 minutes of competition, the
junior girls finally took the win, followed by the seniors, sophomores and
freshmen.
Junior competitor Laura Speicher
said, “I was so proud of our first lap.
I just wanted to beat the sophomores,
hence the massive wipe out I had.
Winning is the best. I would equate it

Timmy Huynh

to swimming in a large pool of chocolate!”
“I wanted to be a part of Taylathon to
prove that freshmen don’t always have
to be last,” said freshman competitor
Rachel Beeh. “My sister even called
from Germany to say ‘good luck’ before
the race. Our team was a little nervous
at the start, but I’m proud of the girls.
We definitely pulled through.”
The men’s race began at 12:30 p.m.,
and the excitement grew as the freshmen took a surprising early lead.
The intensity of the race heightened
between freshmen and seniors as

they continued to battle for first place
throughout the competition. After
several interchanges for the top position, the seniors finally took the win,
followed by the freshmen, sophomores
and juniors.
Senior competitor Christian Leman
acknowledged the freshmen put up a
tough fight.
“It was pretty scary going into the
last six laps. It was such a tight race,”
Leman said. “The freshmen guys are
great, and they fought hard. We just
had a good last leg to bring it home.”
Freshman competitor Chase Moore
tied for the fastest lap at 56 seconds
alongside senior Kevin Crosby.
“This was the most fun I’ve had in a
long time,” Moore said. “It was good,
healthy competition, and that’s the
way it should be. Everyone had a blast,
and everyone should participate next
year.”
The weekend drew to a close with the
Heritage Program at 3:30 p.m. Rediger
Auditorium was filled with alumni who
were there in support of the dedication
of Campbell Hall.
The program ended with a dedicatory prayer, followed by a few last remarks by President Eugene Habecker.
The President’s Dinner was held afterwards in appreciation of alumni,
friends, staff and faculty who had given gifts in support of the university.
The conclusion of Heritage Weekend
was notable for many, including Chris
Goeglein, a member of the Taylor
Board of Trustees.
“Heritage Weekend was special. To
me, that’s what makes Taylor University,” Goeglein said. “The activities,
the dedications and Taylathon are all
great, but the community here at Taylor is the reason why I love this place.”

we read the
e-mails you delete.

friday
Chapel 10 a.m.
Pastor Randy Gruendyke

Film Workshop
with Michelle Steffes
MMVA 002, 3 p.m.

saturday

CMD Piano Recital
Recital Hall, 1 p.m.

sunday
Senior Recital

monday

Chapel 10 a.m.

Ariel Stouter, Composition
Recital Hall, 3 p.m.

Honors Chapel

Taylor Ringers & Bell
Choir Concert

President’s Lawn, 5:30 p.m.

T.W.O. Picnic

tuesday

10

days until
graduation!

wednesday
Chapel 10 a.m.
Summer of Service

thursday
Chamber Ensemble
Concert
Rediger Aud., 7:30 p.m.

Wind Ensemble Pop
Concert
DC, 5 p.m.

Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Opera Scenes

Envision Film
Festival

Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

Mitchell Theatre, 7 p.m.

Opera Scenes
Recital Hall, 8 p.m.
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Mosaic celebrates international flavor
By Stephen Groves
World News Editor

Katy Andres

Junior SungAh Kim helps serve some tasty Asian treats after the show.

Katy Andres

Dressed in native attire, students clapped along to the soulful Taylor Overflow Gospel Choir performance.

The chapel was transformed into an
international catwalk of fashion, dance,
music and culture on Monday night in
the second annual International Mosaic Night.
Students representing the spread of
the globe shared some of their distinctive cultures with the community. “It
was fun... It’s always different because
of the different cultures involved, but its
always lively,” said junior Ruth Keller.
“It (other cultures) may seem crazy,
and different and weird at times, but be
willing to be exposed to it and learn,”
sophomore Paul Cho said.
The night featured the comedy of culture with a Bahamian skit called “House
on Fire, a performance of a popular
song by Taiwanese singer Jay Chou, a
taekwondo demonstration by a family
of black belts and a performance by the
Taylor Overflow Gospel Choir.
Students from across campus also
modeled their native garb in a fashion
show. The show featured both traditional and modern dress from places
like Egypt, West Africa, Korea, Japan,
the Bahamas, Russia and Chile.
Another song called “We Speak to Nations” gave the message of the diversity
of ethnicities that will be represented
before God’s throne.
“I really liked the song. I know the girls
who were singing were not international students, but they were missionary
kids,” Cho said. “Seeing someone from
America singing that song made me
re-examine the stereotype that Americans are ignorant about other cultures,
and said to me that people want to be
engaged and be curious about my culture.”
The night concluded with a Bahamian dance called “Funky Nassau.” Wait-

ing in the chapel lobby was Chinese and
Korean food that gave students another
taste of a foreign culture.
“The night was very high paced, energized and was very successful. We hope
that it is going to be an ongoing tradition, and hopefully it will bring about
a greater appreciation for the diversity
on campus,” said International Student
Society President Capri Chea.

“Intercultural dialogue is the
best guarantee of a more
peaceful, just and sustainable
world. ”
- Robert Alan

Carl Daudt

Freshman Chess Rolle models traditional Nigerian attire during the International Mosaic Night fashion show.

Instable Pakistan could spell trouble for the U.S. and world

As Taliban pushes
forward, government
proves ineffective
Editorial

By Stephen Groves
World News Editor
In a land that is a hotbed of religious
extremism, a key ally for the United
States, and not to mention a nuclear
weapon holder, instability is bad.
Yet Pakistan’s government and military are looking increasingly fragile as
they have made various concessions
and have proved ineffective to growing Taliban forces. This week, fighting

broke out between Pakistani government forces and Taliban militants in
the northwest region known as Swat.
The conflict sent over 40,000 refugees
scrambling out of the region and could
affect a population as large as 500,000
according to the United Nations Refugee Agency.
U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees António Guterres said on Wednesday, “In addition to helping displaced
Pakistanis, I am also deeply concerned
over the well-being of some 20,000
registered Afghan refugees who have
been affected by the conflict ...”
Besides being a major humanitarian crisis, the conflict is being warily
watched by the world to gauge the
stability of Pakistan. Prime Minister

Yousaf Raza Gilani said, “whatever we
have done is in accordance with the
constitution and there is no need to
worry.”
However, according to some critics,
it violated the Pakistani constitution in
April when it approved the institution
of Shariah law, which is the traditional
Islamic law demanded by the Taliban in
Swat. This set up an alternative justice
system in the region.
The law was signed in order to pass
a cease-fire with the Taliban in the region, but the militants refused to lay
down their weapons. The Pakistani
government displayed their impotency
in dealing with the militants, giving
them their demands and then asking
them to put their guns away.
This is only the latest hole in the
bucket of the increasing problems facing Pakistan. The northwest region of
Pakistan that borders Afghanistan is
controlled by the Taliban. The Swat
Taliban was even so bold as to extend
an invitation to Osama bin Laden to
settle in the region.
The United States depends on Pakistan for its war in Afghanistan, but the
turmoil has raised concern. U.S. Special Representative for Afghanistan and
Pakistan Richard Holbrooke said the
U.S. “cannot succeed in Afghanistan
without Pakistan’s support and involvement,” but Pakistan needs to “demonstrate its commitment to rooting out alQaida and the violent extremists within

its borders.”
With the U.S. nudge, Pakistan is
showing an urgency to combat the militants. Pakistani Prime Minister Yusuf
Raza Gilani announced in an evening
TV address last night that the government would “eliminate militants and
terrorists.”
Whether this is talk or a firm resoluIndian election hits Dehli
India- Polling is in its fourth phase in
the general election as millions voted
on Thursday. The capital of New Dehli
is one of the major battlegrounds between the incumbent Congress party
and the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP).
Counting of the votes will begin May
16.
Obama garners Afghan allies
United States- President Barack
Obama met with Afghan President
Hamid Karzai and Pakistani President
Asif Ali Zardari to cement the commitment to fight al-Qaida in Afghanistan.
Swine flu eases
Mexico- Businesses are starting to
open again after the country went
into a five-day shutdown. Businesses must still strictly follow hygiene
guidelines which include masks for
all workers and customers.
Myanmar police enter Suu Kyi’s
house
Myanmar- Police entered the house
of pro-democracy leader Aung San
Suu Kyi on Thursday. She has been
kept under house arrest for most of
the past 19 years. A day earlier, an
American man was detained after
swimming away from her property
across a lake.

WORLD

tion remains to be proven. The state of
Pakistan continues to raise questions
not only to the world but to native Pakistanis. Large protests and seemingly
constant terrorist attacks raise serious
questions about Pakistan’s ability to
protect itself and exercise authority.

Israel scolded for bombings
Israel- A U.N. inquiry into attacks by
Israeli forces on U.N. property in Gaza
four months ago strongly criticized Israeli action. It found Israel responsible
for six incidents when people were
killed or injured while being sheltered
at a U.N. building. The U.N. is seeking
$11 million in compensation for building damage from Israel.
Chinese bankers jailed for fraud
United States- Two Chinese bankers
and their wives were handed lengthy
jail terms on Thursday for fraud. The
pair laundered $485 million over a 13year period. The men received sentences of 25 and 22 years.
Anti-government protesters clash
Georgia- Anti-government protesters and police violently clashed in the
capital of Tbilisi. The proesters are
calling for the resignation of Georgian
President Mikhail Saakashvili.
Explosion kills 10
Iraq- An explosion at a vegetable market in Baghdad on Thursday killed at
least 10 people. The blast injured 30
more. There has been an increase in
bombings in Iraq recently. In April,
355 Iraqis were killed, making it the
deadliest month this year.
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Rachel Sawyer Co-Life & Times Editor
Women on this campus will never be stricken to find a pick-adate again; they only have the lineup of Mr. TU contestants to
choose from.
The Mr. TU pageant turned out to be a night of dancing, laughter, talent and tears as studs from all over campus displayed
themselves for the sake of a good cause.
CAS 461, a Communication – Public Relations class, organized
this pageant as a fundraiser for two Taylor families with ill children and immense medical bills. Many of the contestants were
inspired by this, enough to want to be in the running for Mr.
TU.

David Yurkanin Art Director
Remember, remember the fifth of ... May? Tuesday was Mexico's Independence
Day, and Penthouse led campus in a celebration of this year's Cinco de Mayo with
a healthy dose of frivolity and root beer keg stands. The fourth floor of Morris Hall
brought campus south of the border with their annual tradition of crazy dancing
(ahem, organized jubilance), crazier outfits and 15.5 gallons of good times.
The Penthouse men made a campus-wide trek Tuesday night, stopping at every
female and co-ed dorm encouraging students to come join their festivities. According to reports, Campbell Hall was unable to participate due to an alleged power
outage and a supposed lack of personality.
From chants of "It's root beer, not real beer" to the call of "Don't just stand there,
hit the keg," the celebrators brought their personality to the Loop in a loud, if not a
bit redundant, manner.
And that doesn't even take into account Penthouse's Airband-worthy choreography of the official "Cinco De Mayo" dance, compliments of video training from
graduate Ryan Schmucker.

“Their families are great and ... anything we can do to help out
would be awesome,” said senior Christian Leman, one of the top
five finalists. “It would be great if we as a community could reach
out to them.” And that’s exactly what they did. These 12 men not
only reached out to the Taylor community, strutting their stuff,
but they had a hand in helping raise $6,500 dollars to offset the
cost of the families’ medical bills.
Highlights of the evening included senior Jeff Goodman’s own
version of Jason Mraz’s “I’m Yours” which retold the story of
his time at Taylor; a lip sync to a Pokémon song by junior Doug
Walker might be the next big hit on YouTube; sophomore Doug
Laskowske’s amazing skills with Microsoft Paint and a promising future as a (beat) poet; ribbon dancing could be the newest
intramural sport on campus, thanks to Lehman and junior Andrew Lehr; and senior Taylor Barkley gave out his phone number. (Sorry, girls, if you weren’t there, you missed your chance.)
In the end, there can only be one Mr. TU, and that man is Doug
Laskowske. Hailing from Sammy 2, the crowds erupted every
time he was on stage. “Everyone in the contest has what it takes
to be Mr. TU,” Laskowske said before the pageant. But he stood
above the rest. With an outstanding talent, charming interview
and a purple sport coat with velvet trim, Laskowske is well-suited for the title of Mr. TU. But the first thing he did with his title
was give it away.
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The Class.

Each spring, CAS 461, or Public Relations, Writing and Production, offers a group of students the
experience of planning and implementing a major
event. This year with their event, they decided to
put their efforts towards a worthy cause.

“It had to be that way,” Laskowske said. “I mean, can you imagine it any other way?... (It) feels amazing, and I just want to give
all the glory to God.”

The class planned two different events to raise
money for two families with children suffering
from extreme illnesses and immense medical bills.
The first event was The Hope Chicken Dinner, taking place last Thursday. The dinner included yummy chicken and a silent auction. The second event
was the Mr. TU Pageant.
“I’m impressed with how the students planned
both events from beginning to end,” said Donna
Downs, associate professor of communication arts.
“The students ... brainstormed the ideas, created
time lines and exhaustive lists of all that needed to
be done, adequately promoted the events, planned
for budgetary concerns and successfully carried
out the events.”
Needless to say, their hard work paid off, being
able to give just over $3,000 to each family.
“The main lesson I want students to walk away
with is that we can use our gifts and our learning
experiences to serve each other,” Downs said.

The Families.
Everyone keeps talking about these families that mean a lot
to Taylor, but who are they exactly?
Adam and Ronda Meyers live in Marion with their two sons.
One of them, Elijah, suffers from adrenoleukodystrophy (ALD),
a hereditary disease. Recently, they had to move to Minnesota
so Elijah could undergo a bone marrow transplant. Ronda is a
Taylor grad, and Adam directs the Boys and Girls Club in Marion, partnering with various groups and ministries on campus.
Josh Taylor is a media engineer in the communication arts

department, being a savior to any student with a problem who
spends time in the communication building. His son, Nathan
was diagnosed with optic glioma, a tumor creating disease that
has left him blind. He continues to suffer health issues related
to this disease.
With these kind of health problems, the children need continuous scans, prescriptions and medical attention. The class
wanted to create an event to be able to raise funds to offer relief for never-ending medical bills, while being able to offer encouragement, faith and hope in the community.
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the last thing he wants is a
sermon that doesn’t connect.
how will you reach
him with God’s love?

Not only was this event for a good cause, hopefully a handful of students walked away with a good
grade.

His acceptance speech went something like this: “I want to give
the crown of Mr. TU to the real Mr. TU tonight: Nathan Taylor.”
Nathan is one of the children this pageant went to support. He
is the 4-year-old son of faculty member Josh Taylor and suffers
from optical glioma, which has left him blind. Nathan and his
family happened to be in the audience, and he and his dad came
on stage to accept the crown and sash. And there wasn’t a dry eye
in the house.

4/17/09

In a society that is increasingly skeptical
of religion, being able to authentically
communicate the gospel is essential. At
Fuller, our renowned faculty can
help you better understand your world
and prepare you to reach out to it.
If you feel called to service for Jesus
Christ, we encourage you
to consider joining us at Fuller.

The
Roll
Adrienne Chaudoin - Staff Writer
We’ve all kept an orange or banana from the DC too long. Eventually it
molds or rots, leaving its juice all over our desks, and then we’re prompted
to throw it away. But not seniors Ben Goller and Taylor Barkley. Their beloved DC item is going on three years and four months.
After spending their first semester in Ireland, where the bread is always
sweeter, the freshmen roommates craved good bread therefore hoarding rolls from the DC. Barkley recalls the fateful day in January 2006: “I
brought two or three rolls back one day, and one became stale, so I was
like, ‘Oh, I’ll just keep this. I’ll just keep this forever.’ And then it became a
thing.”
“We wanted to see if it would mold,” commented Goller, “but it never
did.”
Minus the dust (really, it’s not mold), the roll is in good shape. In the
first few months, the roll shrunk in half and became very crispy, but never
molded.
“It may not mold,” Goller said, “but it is fragile. It’s not considered food
anymore.”
The roll stayed on Barkley’s desk, but Goller would take it to his home in
Indianapolis for the summer. When Barkley spent fall semester in Washington, D.C. this year, the roll moved in with Goller.
Besides Indianapolis and Second East Wengatz, the roll has traveled to
one other location. Barkley and Goller took the roll on a road trip to Roll,
Ind. Roll is a small town north of Hartford City. A picture of the roll on this
road trip can be see on its Facebook group, “The Roll.”
“The Roll” group introduced the beloved DC item to the world, with Barkley as The Roll Master, and Goller as Fellow Keeper and Protectorate of
The Roll. The group was designed for pictures, updates and alerts for The
Roll’s safety. As the group states, “Follow the adventures and the growth on
and of the roll as it kicks it on my desk for as long as possible. Aka: all year.
Aka: Until I graduate.”
That statement has held true, since the roll is still here and both Barkley
and Goller are graduating. So what does the future look like for the roll?
The fate of the roll is still being debated. “I would like it if Taylor could
carry it across the stage at graduation and give it to whoever is handing out
the diplomas,” said Goller. “You know, a little give and take.” Crushing it
and scattering it to the wind over Taylor Lake is another option, as well as
donating it back to the DC.
“You don’t see rolls that size in the DC anymore,” Goller said. Barkley
agreed: “It’s a Dining Commons artifact.”
To view updates or find out about the fate of the three year and four month
old roll, join the group, “The Roll.” Also, the roll itself loves visitors.
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TV FEATURE

SAVE
OUR
SHOWS

What will it take
to bring your
favorites back?

by Nick Rodemann

Over forty years ago, dedicated fans of the TV show
“Star Trek” saved
it from cancellation through an
extraordinary
letter-writing
campaign. For
1968, that was
pretty hardcore.
But 500 fans
who flocked to
a Birmingham,
England, Subway store late
last month to
keep NBC’s
“Chuck” on
the air will
tell you that
nowadays,
letters just
aren’t
going to
cut it.
If you’re
unfamiliar,
“Chuck” is a
comedic take
on the classic
“undercover spy”
scenario, with acclaimed writing and
a fun style that has
given it favor with
fans and critics
alike. Actor Zachary Levi, who plays
title character
Chuck Bartowski,
led this march in
response to a fancreated agenda to
buy “footlongs”
from Subway
on the date of
the “Chuck”
season finale.
Subway restaurants have been

WTUR

advertising the show for the last few
months on a lesser scale, which gave fans
a proper outlet to express their desire for
the show’s third season.
These and many other fans have been
forming online communities and acting out to save a slew of TV shows from
cancellation. Network executives are
on the fence regarding new shows like
ABC’s “Castle” and Fox’s “Sit Down,
Shut Up,” and even established shows
like NBC’s “My Name is Earl” are being
considered for removal or transference
to other networks (“Scrubs,” anyone?).
What will make the difference is whether
or not fans can successfully rally for their
shows of choice.
Another show worth mentioning is Joss
Whedon’s “Dollhouse,” a sci-fi thriller
following a company that specializes in
mind-controlled “dolls.” Before the pilot
even aired, over 1,500 Facebook members
had joined a “Save Dollhouse” campaign,
which was sadly prophetic in predicting
the show would have its troubles. A poor
timeslot on Friday nights combined with
a lack of advertising has left the show
crippled, despite its strong writing, acting, and even the array of moral issues it
raises.
Fans of “Dollhouse” as well as “Chuck”
are currently in the midst of massive
Twitter campaigns in attempt to spam
people around the world with invites to
watch the shows. While the results will
definitely get people’s attention, it’s
also a notably annoying technique, and
many refuse to endorse these attempts at
advertisement.
What remains constant is the spirit of
fandom, reminiscent of the Trekkies from
long ago, that bonds men and women to
demand a say in the entertainment business. If you watch any of these shows,
take some action to keep your favorites
on the air. If you don’t, maybe it’s time to
step out of your comfort zone and watch
some shows that are trying to raise the
bar.

BOOKS

MUSIC

Paper Route
Absence

“The Informers”
Bret Easton Ellis

Podiobooks.com
Free audio books for download

Everything about Paper Route has a low-key flavor to
it. If you’ve heard of them, chances are they were playing somewhere in the background, passed down like a
secret between friends. Likewise, their style of relaxed,
piano-driven pop doesn’t feel like a breakthrough
sound on the surface. Yet their first full-length effort,
“Absence,”creates a stunning aural experience that
honestly has very few competitors today.
“Absence” is hard to describe. Thematically it won’t
push any boundaries, but all the musical elements
combine to produce an airy sound that, while lighter in
nature, ironically couldn’t sound any stronger. Whether
it’s the quiet energy of “Carousel” or the catchy, almost
’80s-esque “Tiger Teeth,” you’ll find little reason to turn
the album off. Even the addition of “Are We All Forgotten” off their previous EP helps to strengthen the latter
half and push the themes of lost love and purpose.
“Absence” is hauntingly beautiful. So if you’re into that,
you’ll love it.

From “Less Than Zero” to “American Psycho,” author
and screenwriter Bret Easton Ellis has showcased his
stranglehold on the pulse of depravity, giving readers
intricately-crafted and startlingly complex characters
from the high-rises of success to the underbelly of
society. In “The Informers,” a collection of linked short
stories which was released as a feature-length movie
starring Billy Bob Thornton at the 2009 Sundance
Film Festival, Ellis presents a series of individuals
in 1980s Los Angeles who – despite differences in
occupation, education and aspiration –all reveal the
overwhelming emptiness of their surrounding culture.
Ellis’ characters jump off the page as unflinchingly
real, human and severely-flawed individuals in need
of perspective beyond the drug-induced mist of daily
Hollywood existence. Despite the redunancy within
the lives of these studio executives, wealthy socialites
and amorous teenagers, “The Informers” sets itself
apart as Ellis’ poignant portayal of life in a barren ethical landscape.

I don’t like long car rides. There’s something about
the stale air, the hum of the tires and the constant
state of needing to “service” my “plaza” that just
leaves a bad taste in my mouth. I usually like something to drown out the monotony, and I can only
listen to Dane Cook so many times. So, assuming
there are Cracker Barrels around, I might snag an
audiobook from there and drop it off at another
one somewhere else along my journey. But I don’t
always want to dish out the cash for something
like that, ya know? Luckily, Podiobooks.com is
there for me. Podiobooks are serialized audiobooks
which are distributed free via RSS, much like a
podcast. Just register and select a title that looks
like fun, and you’re on your way. Listeners can also
choose to receive the episodes of their books by
directly downloading episodes from this site. Snap!
Just put ’em on your iPod or Zune and be on your
way to a much better drive.

Nick Rodemann

Andrew Neel

Josh Kennedy
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Jumping off point
By Randy Kizer
Co-Editor-In-Chief
Yep, things are starting to gear up
for finals week. So before you stock up
on Ramen in preparation for 72 hours
of writing papers, I’d like to take you
back to the beginning.
Awww, you were so cute back then,
with your chubby arms and legs. Your
parents whispered the dreams they had
for you while you completely ignored
them, intent on chewing through that
stupid plastic car. Good times.
Fast forward. You start walking and
soon you’re awkwardly thumping
around in your dad’s shoes looking
very small but feeling very big. Further down the road you are trying to
look cool while driving your parents’
minivan in that classic teenage juxtaposition of freedom and looking ridiculous.
And at some point you were that
hopelessly lost prospective student
trying to find Metcalf.
And now you’re here. Take another
look at that cute you of bygone years.
You had hopes and dreams. At some
point in time you had a vision of the
person you wanted to become.
Maybe it’s something to leave behind, maybe it’s a goal to reach. Maybe
it’s something so intangible you can’t
nail it down. In any case, that’s not the
kind of stuff you were thinking about
15 minutes ago. You were thinking
about that paper and how much Ramen it will take to finish it.
First of all, that paper matters. It
matters because some unseen per-

son in the Registrar’s Office is always
watching. But in the long run, the way
we go about our work is more important than the end result. Each project
and obstacle is also a stepping stone to
that other person, the one we wish we
were.

“In the long run,
the way we go
about our work is
more important
than the end
result.”
There are two weeks left of this semester. It’s not a lot of time to make
changes, but that’s the great thing
about time: all of it is important.
I’m not suggesting you drop all your
homework to go sit under a tree for
three days pondering the meaning
of life. Maybe start with three hours.
Allow yourself to rest and quiet your
mind. It will be worth your while.
I know you have plans to change
something, or start something, or be
something. I know this because I’m the
same way. We’re all just waiting for a
good jumping off point. “Maybe this
summer, or next fall. Yeah, that will be
a great time to turn a new page.”
Or, we could do ourselves a favor
and take it head on, now. We have a
spirit of power, love and self-discipline
who isn’t content to leave us where we
are. That’s enough to keep me smiling
until all this Ramen runs out.

Stranger than fiction: bad news

By Steve Etheridge
Opinions Editor

Bandwidth
Blues?
Apparently not. Two weeks ago, “The Echo” asked
for academic horror stories concerning the slow
Internet. The results were minimal. All frustration, it
seems, is Mark Zuckerberg’s fault.

There’s an idea at this school that’s too often misunderstood, called opposite sex friendships. Ever heard
of them?
In these friendships, there’s a tendency to take things
too seriously. Maybe you are guilty of this. You might
never admit it, but how do you feel when a boy asks you
to coffee? Is this a casual thing or is it more serious?
I have found it is nearly impossible to have a friendship with someone of the opposite sex and not have it
assumed as a dating relationship. Is this really what we
want to see happening? Where boys are afraid to talk to
girls because they think that talking will make the girl
think that they want to date them?
And really the girl doesn’t want to hang out with the
guy because she doesn’t know if he is trying to get “serious” with her or just go out for fun.
It is this hidden language we all speak, and it causes
us to avoid each other and act awkwardly. The only
thing that is socially OK is a pick-a-date, which eventually leads to the awkward “Hi, how are you?” on the
sidewalk, but never a “Hey lets go get coffee?” or any
other kind of hanging out.
Past experience has made all this evident to me, but
especially something that happened recently.
I am a girl; I enjoy the company of boys. I do not

When watching the news, I get the
sense that America is one big soccer
ball-sized knot of problems. We can
try to untie it all we want, but we might
as well have lobster claws for hands.
Because even if we do crawl out of
this recession and pig breath doesn’t
vaporize our brains, there’s still the
almost certainty that cell phones will
cause tumors, Ahmadinejad will be
himself and the Jonas Brothers will
steal little girls’ hearts and sell them
to the bloodthirsty “Twilight” kids for
AWANA bucks.
Things are rough, I concede. Just last
week I saw fellow students sleeping in

think that because I hang out with a boy we are anything more than casual friends. The other night I went
out with a male friend and the next night I went out
with a different male friend.
Sadly, I found myself wondering who had seen us together, and if they had seen me with someone different
the night before. Should this matter? No.
But later someone asked me, “What’s going on with
you and (aforementioned males)?” I understand it can
be tricky sometimes deciding whether or not two people are dating or just friends. But when the speculation
is taken to an extreme, it becomes too awkward for us
not actually interested in a ring, and pursuing friendship beyond one’s wing is too much of a hassle.
So a word of advice for Taylor University: Get over it.
It is OK to hang out with the opposite sex. People will
think what they think, but it’s not a big deal.
What is a community if we can’t associate comfortably with the opposite sex without feeling like we have
to make a commitment to them?
We all need to loosen up a bit. Go out, have some fun.
Lighten up! Enjoy the relationships we are meant to
have.
- Sarah Catalano

Send letters to the editor at steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu by 3 p.m. Wednesday. They should be no longer than 400 words.
Due to volume, we cannot print all opinions articles that we receive. Please keep your opinions as concise as possible.
The Echo reserves the right to edit for length and content.

boxes. But the television news media
isn’t “telling it like it is.” Goodness no.
It’s all part of the beauty and the
beast of American ambition: achieving
great things at great costs – whatever
it takes to ensure “would you like fries
with that?” never enters the vocational
vernacular.
Television ratings depend on immediacy, meaning if the graphics aren’t
explosive enough and the reporting isn’t up-to-the-minute-y enough,
you’re probably going to change the
channel.

sort of detached spectating we employ
when watching everything else.
Little, though, is more obnoxious
than breaking news. It’s pre-factual,
totally embryonic. It’s like an ultrasound of what’ll be born in a few
hours, and they’re always looking for
that eleventh finger.
Remember that guy who landed an
airplane on the Hudson River? And
everyone lived? And no one died?
But they definitely could’ve? But they
didn’t? Here’s a rough sketch of the
“breaking” coverage:

“... whatever it
takes to ensure
‘would you like
fries with that?’
never enters
the vocational
vernacular.”

Reporter: I know this is difficult,
but please use hard-hitting adjectives
to describe how terrible and 9/11-ish
it was.
Survivor: Eh. I was spooked for a
minute there. Missed some of “Bee
Movie.”
Reporter: Do your kids know you
almost died?
Survivor: Uh ….
Reporter: Will you say “I’m alive
thanks to Channel Five”?

It’s competitive drive, and in every
competition someone loses. Unfortunately, it’s usually us, the viewers,
the ones passive enough to take their
word.
We believe everything is scarier,
more dire, more likely to make us impotent. We submit under the fear that
Greta Van Susteren will beat us up.
Our grandmothers are fairly certain
the President is in a kick line with alQaida.
Often the reporting is more like
a movie than it is news. It is stories
based on facts, embellished by opinion
polls and implications, designer pantsuits and blocky enunciation.
And shamefully, the news too often chokes us with musky Hollywood
emotion, wringing these too tragic and
too personal stories of their fragility so
that we fictionalize them, allowing the

It was like trying to milk beef jerky.
There was such a desperate scramble
to make it momentous when the story
could’ve been summed in four quick
words: Pilot does job well.
Plainly, we need to consume carefully. We need to be conscious to the
garishness, filtering facts from fanfare.
Even though newspaper journalism
has its own bag of tricks, it’s probably
safer to read your news than to have
Soledad O’Brien tell it to you with a
seductive gaze.
Optimism is a virtue — and maybe
even a necessity — in a time like this,
and a couple of really hopeless-seeming news stories can take that from
you. So watch smart.
- Steve would like to tell his mama
that he loves her more than all his
words can say.

Have opinions? Want to write
them down and publish them in a
newspaper? For no money? Email
steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu to
find out how to become an
opinions columnist for next year.
Have art skills? Want to draw
things and publish them in a
newspaper? For no money? Email
steve_etheridge@tayloru.edu to
find out how to do cartoons/illustrations for opinions next year.
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Baseball (36-17, 16-8)
MCC Tournament
(@IWU)
W, 5-4 vs. Huntington
L, 2-4 vs. Bethel
W, 8-2 vs. Marian
W, 7-2 vs. Bethel
MCC Championship
W, 13-4 vs. Bethel
Upcoming games:
NAIA Tournament
5/12-5/15

Tennis

(Men: 9-9, 6-1)
NCCAA National Tournament
(@IWU)
L, 0-5 vs. Palm Beach Atlantic
L, 1-5 at Olivet Nazarene
W, 5-1 at Emmanuel
Spring Season Concluded
(Women: 12-5, 6-1)
NCCAA National Tournament
(@IWU)
L, 1-5 vs. Palm Beach Atlantic
Spring Season Concluded
Head coach Kyle Gould congratulates the baseball team after their lopsided win over Bethel Wednesday night in the MCC Championships.

TUBB, from page 1
“I was a little nervous,”
Tomaszewski admitted. “(But)
after we scored two runs in the
first … I knew all I needed to do
was pound the (strike) zone.”
It was a strange ride to the
championship for the Trojans.
The tournament began on
Saturday with a walk-off single by senior Cassidy Emery
against Huntington University,

ending in victory.
“Huntington was the only
team we did not have a win
against in the regular season,”
Emery said. “It was very important to start this tournament
with a win.”
Then, after winning Tuesday
afternoon, the Trojans awaited
their MCC Championship opponent – either Spring Arbor or
Bethel. If Spring Arbor won, the
game would have been played

that night.
“We were all stretched and
ready to go,” head coach Kyle
Gould said. “The great thing
about this team is that you never have to worry about them being ready to play.”
That statement was put to
the test. Bethel survived, and
the game was scheduled for
Wednesday at noon. However, due to rain, the game was
pushed back twice until the

teams were finally OK’d to play
at 8:30 p.m.
“We all went to (assistant)
coach Zeeb’s house (during
the delay),” Kraynak said. “We
watched ‘Remember the Titans.’ I think that helped us focus on what we needed to do.”
These focused Trojans will
now set their eyes on the National Tournament, and they
are aiming high.
“We want to make it known

Timmy Huynh

what kind of a program we are,”
sophomore Taylor Kinzer said.
“We played one of the more
difficult schedules Taylor baseball has experienced,” Emery
said. “The main thing that we
took from playing all of those
teams is that we can play with
anyone.”
The Trojans’ destination for
the opening round of the National Championship will be
determined today at 7 p.m.

Track

NCCAA Championships
Men: 6th of 15
Women: 11th of 15
Upcoming meets:
MCC-WHAC Challenge
(Marion, Ind.)
1 p.m. Sat
NAIA Outdoor Championships
(Edwardsville, Ill.)
5/21-5/23

*denotes MCC match
(home games indicated in bold)

Heritage weekend hosts volleyball celebration
By Andrew Morgan
Contributor
One of Taylor’s most accomplished athletic organizations
enjoyed a grand celebration,
38 years in the making, last
Friday. Beginning in 1971, the
Taylor volleyball program has
managed to accumulate over
1,000 wins, making them the
winningest volleyball program
in NAIA history.
In response to this milestone,
85 athletes from all eras of the

program found their way back
to Taylor to reminisce and celebrate the longstanding success of their team. Within this
group, all four volleyball players
inducted into the Taylor Athletic Hall of Fame were present.
Ruth Warner Ozmun, Heather
Pickerell Delp, Natalie Steele
Crane and Taylor’s current athletic director, Angie Fincannon,
participated in the festivities.
Fincannon was head coach
of the Lady Trojans from 19922004 before stepping down and

passing on the reigns to one of
her athletes, Brittany Smith,
who is the current head coach
of the team.
“It makes me proud of Taylor
and the quality of the people in
this organization. They will easily continue their tradition, and
it is the beginning of an era that
will be even more successful,”
Fincannon said.
Also present were all 13 NAIA
All-American athletes the program has produced over its duration. Freshman Besty Brown

is the newest member of this
group after receiving an AllAmerican Honorable Mention
selection for her outstanding
performance as a setter this
year.
“I wasn’t expecting the award
at all,” she said. “I don’t feel like
it’s just my award though ... the
credit goes to my teammates
and coaches.”
Smith, a two-time All-American athlete herself, concluded
the program with a speech and
the unveiling of a new video

promoting the program to prospective players. In the last two
years, Smith has led the Lady
Trojans to two regular season
MCC championships and has
been named Mid-Central Conference coach of the year for
each of those seasons.
On the day following the
celebration, the Lady Trojans
played an alumni scrimmage in
Odle Arena, bringing together
players, old and new, through
sisterhood and competition.
“It was pretty amazing to

see eight All-Americans on
the court at one time,” Smith
said. “You could just sense the
amount of pride the alumni
have in the program.”
This year’s Lady Trojans
gained their 1,000th win on
Oct. 21 against Bluffton University. They finished the season
with a total of 1,008 wins, a season record of 32-8, and a trip to
the MCC championship.

Men 6th, women 11th at NCCAA

ANDYMARSTON

By Julia Berger
Contributor

Randy Kizer

Full name: Andrew Delbert Marston
Birthplace: Portland, Maine
High school: Greater Portland Christian School
Sport: Track & Field, Ultimate Frisbee (summer)
Speed: PR 48.67 seconds in the open 400m dash.
Height: Six feet, zero inches
Class: Senior
Major: Art-Graphic Design and Photography
Weirdest food you’ve ever eaten: A whole baby octopus
on a stick that I grilled myself. There’s a video on my
blog.
Hobbies: Web design, photography, playing accordion,
ROFL, studying Japanese, camping/hiking, comics.
If you could go anywhere in the world... Either Japan or
into Hugh Jackman’s strong but gentle embrace forever.
Dream job and why: Senior art director of Nintendo
Japan’s Web site. Not only would I be paid for to create
highly awesome Web sites, I would work for Mario and
live in Japan!!!!
Highlight of high school track career: Having a beard
when no one else did.
Favorite Bible verse: James 1:2-4
Favorite season of the year: Maine winter
Deathbed advice: Set worthwhile goals and pursue them
without concession.
Something most people don’t know about you: I sleep
with my eyes open.

The track & field team competed in the NCCAA Championships hosted by Indiana
Wesleyan last Saturday. Of the
15 competing teams, the men
placed sixth, the women eleventh.
Dave Voss, Bryan Allingham,
Andy Marston and Kyle Cassidy
pulled out a first place finish in
the 4x400-meter relay.
“It felt good and bad at the
same time,” Cassidy said. “Good
because we got first – what
team wouldn’t want that – but
bad because we were (four) seconds off of our qualifying time
for Nationals, which we should
have been able to run.”
Tom Robinson and Matt Bane
beat personal records with second and third place finishes at
9 minutes, 23.61 seconds and 9
minutes, 57.61 seconds, respectively.
The 4x100-meter relay team,
consisting of Allingham, Martson, Dave Voss and Scott Gill,
placed third.
“I felt like we were able to accomplish what we set out to do
(and) produce some high quality times,” head coach Ted Bowers said.
Alyssa Johnson broke her
own record as she and her
teammates competed for the
women’s team. Johnson ran the
1500-meter, finishing at 3:37.78
and in second place. She is now
ranked eleventh in the NAIA.
“Coming into the meet, my
goal was to get my season best
time in my 1500-meter race,”

Timmy Huynh

Senior Andy Marston hands off to junior Dave Voss during the 4x400-meter relay at the
NCCAA championships on Saturday.
Johnson said. “I was so shocked
to have felt that good and still
improve my time enough to
break the record again. This
had only been my fifth meet of
the season, and I have just seen
God’s faithfulness throughout
the whole season, helping me to
finish strong.”

SPORTS

Morgan Achterhoff placed
fourth in the 400-meter dash
and joined Johnson, Stephanie
Kenney and LaJoya Smith in
the 4x400, finishing fifth.
The team is looking to qualify
additional athletes in the coming days.
“This week we are shooting for

a few more qualifying times,”
Bowers said. “Only 11 guys and
seven gals are competing.”
Those who qualify will compete at NAIA Outdoor National
Championships held in Edwardsville, Ill. beginning on
May 21.

